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Introduction to Advocacy 

What is ADHD advocacy? 
 
Advocacy is the promotion of ideas and issues that are important to you and your family to 
governments, media and the general public. More that just making people aware of your concerns, 
advocacy is about persuading policy makers to act in your favour.  
 
Many of us already advocate for ourselves and others on a regular basis without thinking about it 
(e.g. whenever participating in a job interview). When it comes to issues related to Attention Deficit 
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) the subject matter is more complex, the audience often less 
informed and the cost of inaction far greater to the individuals involved. As an organization, 
CADDAC assists individuals with their advocacy efforts on a daily basis. Equally important, CADDAC 
advocates on systemic issues such as more educational supports for students with ADHD and 
increased access to treatment options, as well as increasing government awareness of the 
socioeconomic costs of undiagnosed and untreated ADHD.  
 
We do this through written policy submissions to governments, meetings with elected officials, 
interviews with media that may influence policy makers, and other efforts. This work takes time as 
our voice is just one among many seeking policy change. Further, governments have a process for 
decision making that also takes time. Some changes require legislation with new laws or 
amendments to specific rules called regulations. It can be many months for legislation to be passed, 
allowing ample time for public and political debate. However, some changes can be made that do 
not require new laws and those changes can be made more quickly. It may take many months or 
years though to prompt governments to take any action at all. Our voice is strengthened with 
support from members and like-minded individuals speaking in unison. CADDAC has prepared this 
Advocacy Tool Kit to assist you in your own advocacy, both individually and in conjunction with 
broad campaigns initiated by our organization. We remain available for answers and advice to help 
you in your advocacy efforts. Page 2 of 6  

 
To realize success, advocacy requires a commitment to continuously advancing your issues, 

presenting a clear request for change known as an “ask” backed by strong arguments and evidence 

and a critical mass of support for your position.  

Why advocate? 
One of the ways in which CADDAC serves the community is through our public advocacy of issues 

affecting individuals and families living with ADHD. But our efforts are enhanced with the active 

participation of our supporters, to the benefit of us all. It is important to engage in advocacy because 

decision-makers react to those who most effectively bring their issues to the forefront of the public 

agenda. All governments have competing interests and concerns that must be addressed, as well as 

their own policy priorities and financial limitations. Those who can best engage in this process will have 

their voices heard. Those who choose not to engage will have no say in decisions that could 

fundamentally impact their lives. We advocate, then, for the purposes of protecting and promoting our 

interests. If this sounds crass consider that there are plenty of other organizations and individuals that 
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are willing to fill the void that would be created by our absence from the public debate. There is also a 

responsibility to speak up for not only ourselves but for others like us who may not be able to. We must 

therefore be prepared to act, for ourselves, our families – especially our children – and our community. 

How to advocate 

There are a number of ways in which you can advocate, depending on the issue you are 

pursuing, whether you are participating in a larger CADDAC campaign or advancing something 

on your own, whether it is a national or local issue and whether you are advocating proactively 

in support of a policy or reactively against a policy that has been recently announced. 

Some of the specific steps that may be considered as part of an advocacy effort include: 

• Writing a letter to your elected representative(s) or more senior officials 
• Attending a meeting with your elected representative(s) 
• Drafting a petition to government and securing signatories 
• Writing a letter to the editor of your local newspaper 
• Attending a government organized public consultation or “town hall meeting” 
• Urging your family or friends to support your effort by calling or writing local 

politicians themselves 
• Writing local candidates at election time asking for their opinions on issues you 

care about 
• Joining CADDAC led advocacy campaigns 

 

ADHD Advocacy: CADDAC’s Role and Your 

Role 

ADHD Advocacy 

Advocacy is the promotion of ideas and issues that are important to you and your family to 

governments, media and the general public. More than just making people aware of your 

concerns, advocacy is about persuading policy makers to act in your favour. When it comes to 

issues related to ADHD, the subject matter is more complex, the audience often less informed 

and the cost of inaction far greater to the individuals involved. 

As an organization, CADDAC advocates on systemic issues such as more educational supports 

for students with ADHD and increased access to treatment options, as well as increasing 

government awareness of the socioeconomic costs of undiagnosed and untreated ADHD. We 

do this through written policy submissions to governments, meetings with elected officials, 

interviews with media that may influence policy makers, and other efforts. 
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This work takes time as our voice is just one among many seeking policy change. Further, 

governments have a process for decision making that also takes time. Some changes require 

legislation with new laws or amendments to specific rules called regulations. It can be many 

months for legislation to be passed, allowing ample time for public and political debate. 

However, some changes can be made that do not require new laws and those changes can be 

made more quickly. It may take many months or years though to prompt governments to take 

any action at all. 

Our voice is strengthened with support from members and like-minded individuals speaking in 

unison. CADDAC has prepared this Advocacy Tool Kit to assist you in your own advocacy, both 

individually and in conjunction with broad campaigns initiated by our organization. We remain 

available for answers and advice to help you in your advocacy efforts. 

To realize success, advocacy requires a commitment to continuously advancing your issues, 

presenting a clear request for change known as an “ask” backed by strong arguments and 

evidence and a critical mass of support for your position. 

What is Systemic Advocacy? 
• Advocating to effect change on a broad level 
• Advocating for change in the system 
• Advocating for a cause 
• Advocating as a united voice 

 

 Why do we need to Advocate for ADHD? 
• ADHD may still not be accepted as a legitimate disability due to lack of knowledge 
• Up-to-date scientific information is not readily available 
• Misconceptions are readily available 
• The health and education systems have not kept pace with science 
• The need for a unified voice, advocating for ADHD 

 

 What do we need to Advocate for? 
• Funded ADHD programs and services across Canada 
• ADHD training for physicians and front-line health professional 
• ADHD Research so we can develop new treatments 
• ADHD Awareness initiatives in the workplace and at school across Canada 
• The understanding of ADHD as a neurodevelopmental disorder 
• Recognizing ADHD as a learning risk and allowing all student with ADHD the right 

to school accommodations 
• Equal access too appropriate medication and psychosocial treatments 
• The Provincial Ministries of Education, Health and Community working together 

to solve problems, create resources and provide support to the ADHD community 
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Your Role 
Without the combined voices of people impacted by and interested in ADHD, CADDAC alone 

cannot hope to effect change! CADDAC needs families and individuals with an interest in ADHD 

to speak up in order to be heard. We cannot do it without your help! For more information on 

this topic and to learn how you can be an effective advocate please access our advocacy toolkit. 

 

How You Can Help 

If you are interested in these issues, we strongly encourage you to write a letter to your MP, 

MPP, MNA or MLA, as well as your Minister in the area of Health, Education, Child and Youth, 

Social Services, Justice, or any other ministries that you feel should be informed about ADHD. 

Let them know why you are interested and why they should be interested. When meeting with 

government representatives, we are frequently told that they do not hear from their 

constituents on this topic; and they are, therefore, not overly interested in becoming involved. 

Governments estimate that every letter they receive on a topic represents an additional 50 to 

60 people also concerned about that topic who have not written a letter; so please know that 

your one letter is of great value. Another way for your voice to be heard is by writing a letter to 

the editor of your local newspaper. 
  

https://caddac.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/advocacy-toolkit.pdf
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Directing our Advocacy 

Who To Advocate To 

Who you advocate to depends on the issue you are involved with. Does your issue fall within 

federal, provincial or local jurisdiction, or some combination? For example, a school-related 

issue may require you advocating to both your provincial representative and your school board 

representative. 

Once the question of government jurisdiction has been settled, finding the most appropriate 

person to deliver your message to will be the next challenge. Some options may include: 

 

1. Senior government politicians 
a. These could include Premiers or Ministers (Health Minister, Education Minister, 

etc.). They would be targets for a letter or as part of a larger campaign. 

2. Local political representatives such as your local MP or MPP/MLA 
a. They would be your targets for in-person meetings and more direct advocacy. As 

you are their constituent and a voter there is a greater incentive for them to take 
your position seriously. Note, there ability to directly change laws would be 
impacted on whether they were a member of the government or a member of 
an opposition party. 

3. Political staff 
a. All elected officials have staff members to assist with their scheduling, to advise 

them on policies, to liaise with community groups and help run their offices. 
Because politicians are often very busy, it is sometimes easier to meet with these 
political staff members. If they can be convinced to support your issue they can 
be very influential in getting the support of their boss (the MP, MPP/MLA, etc.). 

4. Bureaucratic staff 
a. There are also many people who work for the government in non-partisan 

positions, collectively and commonly known as the bureaucracy. While elected 
politicians are ultimately accountable for government actions, some decisions 
may be taken by bureaucratic staff working in the various government 
departments (health, education, etc.). It may be advantageous at times to know 
who exactly in the bureaucracy is responsible for which files. 

 

If you do not already have existing relationships with all of your local elected representatives, 

we suggest you contact them and introduce yourself and the issues that are important to you. 

Writing Letters to the Media 

Advocating to the media and public through Letters to the Editor 

Advocacy can go beyond government representatives. Speaking out on issues of concern 

through initiatives such as letters to the editor can be very useful. 
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What is it? 

A letter to the editor is a short (no more than 150 words) commentary piece on a topical issue 

and/or an issue that has recently appeared in the newspaper. Letters to the editor are a forum 

for opinion and not for announcements. The letters page appears in newspapers opposite the 

editorial page (where the newspaper takes its own positions on public issues). Traditionally, 

several letters on a variety of topics are included daily. The letters page is the newspaper’s way 

of giving the general public a direct voice in their news pages. 

Why do it? 

Letters to the editor are an excellent vehicle for expressing your point of view on a subject, 

correcting a factual error from a previous news article, or challenging an opinion that you 

disagree with. While there is no guarantee of publication, several letters are published in 

newspapers daily. The letters page is well read, particularly by an audience concerned with 

public policy and important issues. 

How to do it? 

Letters to the editor are addressed, literally, to the editor of the newspaper you are submitting 

them to. They should be brief (see above), opinionated but respectful, and have a specific point 

to make. Each newspaper has information on their specific requirements for letters to the 

editor and a local email address, fax and/or mailing address. When submitting your letter, 

remember to include your full name and daytime phone number, as the newspaper will want to 

confirm you are in fact the author of the letter. It may take a few days from the date you 

submit your letter to the day it is published in the paper. 

 

Writing Letters to MP/MPP/MLA/MNA 

Writing a letter to your MP, MPP, MLA or MNA expressing your interest in ADHD, your 

concerns, and your request that they become educated and involved in a provincial or national 

dialogue on the topic is hugely helpful in our advocacy efforts. When meeting with government 

representatives we are frequently told that they do not hear from their constituents on this 

topic and are therefore not overly interested in becoming involved. Governments estimate that 

every letter they receive on a topic represents an additional 50 to 60 people also concerned 

about the topic that have not bothered to write a letter, so please know that your one letter is 

of great value. CADDAC needs families and individuals with an interest in ADHD to speak up in 

order to be heard. We cannot do it without your help! 

To write a letter to your Member of Provincial Parliament (MPP), Member of Legislative 

Assembly (MLA), or your Member of the National Assembly (MNA), feel free to use one of the 
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templates listed on this web site to get you started. However, please remember that these are 

only templates. The more information that you can include about your own situation and 

feelings the more impact your letter will have. The important overriding message is that ADHD 

is a significant disorder that greatly impacts individuals and their families. 

Meeting with Your Elected Official 

Arranging a Meeting with Your Elected Official 

Generally, the best person to contact would be your provincial legislative representative 

especially for issues related to health and education. However, the subject of ADHD should also 

be of national importance, so your federal MP is also an option. 

Nothing brings home your interest and passion in this issue like a face-to-face meeting. 

Unfortunately, some people can feel too intimidated to take this step. But there is no need to 

feel intimidated. Elected officials are there to serve you and hear your concerns. They 

understand that when someone takes the time and tries to meet with them, they feel strongly 

about what they want to discuss. And similar to a written letter, they know that when one 

person meets with them about an issue, chances are there are others out there with similar 

concerns. 

However, before you meet with your elected official make sure you do your homework. After 

all you want to be taken seriously, potentially change your official’s view and generally have a 

significant impact. Read Tips for Advocacy Success to prepare your points and your “ASK”. Write 

them down. Keep your points succinct, stay on subject and make sure you allow time to get 

your main message across. Always ask how much time has been allotted for the meeting, but 

don’t be surprised if they arrive late and leave early. They will generally allow you to present 

your message first and if they are interested, they will allow time for a discussion. 

If you have decided to meet with your elected official access the contact information below. 

Send them an e-mail or call their constituency office requesting a meeting at their constituency 

office and briefly describe what you wish to speak about. Remember, your elected official 

cannot refuse to meet with you. 

Please note, elected officials cannot meet with you to discuss intervening in accessing 

healthcare or education resources for your individual child. However, you can certainly discuss 

issues with accessing services in health, education etc. and use your child’s situation as an 

example. 
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Contact Information for MPPs & MLA’s etc. 

Please access the following list of links for MPP’s (Member of Provincial Parliament) & MLA’s 

(Member of Legislative Assembly) in your province/territory. 

Successful Advocacy 

Tips for advocacy success 

1. Know your issue 

You should be able to demonstrate that you can clearly explain what your issue is, why 

it concerns you and what you would like done about it (i.e. knowing what your “ask” is). 

Knowledge of key facts and supporting arguments, or at the very least, having access to 

them, is very important for establishing credibility and ultimately realizing success. 

CADDAC can assist you with key messages – short points that persuasively explain the 

most important elements of your issue in simple language.  

 

2. Know your audience 

Identifying who the audience is that will be receiving you advocacy pitch and knowing a 

little something about them can help you tailor your message and perhaps be more 

successful. By doing a little advance research (all politician biographies are available on 

the internet) and asking questions you will be better positioned to open a constructive 

dialogue. 

 

Here are some additional tips: 
➢ Keep informed about major political issues so you know the context for government 

decisions and what may be impacting them. 
➢ Try to understand the perspective of the person you are meeting with. This will help you 

shape your ask. For example, if they have particular policy interests, find ways to 
connect your issue to their interests. 

➢ Remember that politicians want to be re-elected – frame your issues with this in mind. 
Positions that represent a ‘win’ for both your cause and the decision-maker you are 
advocating to, are the best. 

➢ Look for people within your circle of family, friends or colleagues who have established 
relationships with the people you need to see and may be willing to make introductions 
for you. 

 

Determine the best way to get your message out 

As outlined above, there are a number of ways to advocate for your issues including letters to 

politicians, petitions, attending meetings and writing to your local newspaper. Different 

situations will require different actions. But you should consider of these factors: 
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• How urgent is my issue? Can it wait for a sit down meeting with your MPP/MLA or 
do you require an answer now, in which case you should call or write their office. 

• Is your issue unique to your family or is it something affecting others in your 
community you could advocate together with or through CADDAC. 

• Who is best positioned to secure the change you seek? Your local representative 
or a cabinet minister? 

• What else is going on politically? Is there an election taking place whereby you 
could ask all candidates for their thoughts on your issue? 

• Can your issue be resolved easily with a simple overview from you or is it more 
complex and will therefore require more than one outreach to more than one 
person. 

 


